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Abstract 
In this paper, optimum decomposition of belief 
networks is discussed. Some methods of decom­
position are examined and a new method - the 
method of Minimum Total Number of States 
(MTNS)- is proposed. The problem of optimum 
belief network decomposition under our frame­
work, as under all the other frameworks, is shown 
to be NP-hard. According to the computational 
complexity analysis, an algorithm of belief net­
work decomposition is proposed in (Wen, 1989b) 
based on simulated annealing. 
1 Introduction 
The inherent disadvantage of probabilistic 
reasoning is an excessive requirement for com­
putational resources (Cooper, 1987). There is an 
exponential explosion of the number of states as 
the number of variables in the probability space 
increases. One way to handle this problem is 
to decompose the underlying probabilistic space 
into small subspace& (Lemmer, 1983; Spiegelhal­
ter, 1986), each of which corresponds to a hyper­
edge in an acyclic hypergraph, and calculate the 
probabilistic distributions of the small subspaces 
and propagate the changes among the subspaces 
through their intersections. Suppose the num­
ber of variables in the original space S is m, 
and it has been decomposed into n subspace& 
Si, 1 � i � n. H the ith subspace Si contains 
� variables, then, in the case of binary vari­
ables, the number of states the probabilities of 
which are to be calculated is reduced from 2m to 
L:f=12m'. 
To see how huge a saving obtained by decom­
position could be, let's have a look of a medium 
scale application with a probabilistic space of 
24 binary variables (see Fig. 1 (a)). There are 
224 = 16, 777,216 states to be calculated without 
decomposition. Now suppose it is decomposed 
into n = 11 subspaces and all mi = 4 (Fig. 1 
(b)). Then there are only 11 x 24 = 176 states 
to be calculated after decomposition. 
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Figure 1: Decomposition of a 24 variable space 
Although the idea of decomposition of prob­
abilistic space is very attractive, there remain 
technical issues to be discussed before the idea 
can be realized in practice. These issues are: 
• How can we decompose the space into sub-
spaces so that the distributions of the sub­
spaces, which are obtained by reasoning 
in the subspaces and propagation of the 
changes, exactly match with the marginal 
distributions of the result of reasoning in the 
original big space? 
• How can we accomplish the biggest saving 
or how can we obtain the optimum decom­
position? 
• Because we also need to propagate the belief 
changes among the subspaces, there will be 
some delay caused by the propagation. How 
can we minimize such kind of delay? 
• Is it possible to decompose a probabilistic 
space efficiently to satisfy the above require­
ments? 
Several authors also discussed some of the 
above issues: 
1. Lemmer (Lemmer, 1983) proposes an ef­
ficient algorithm to select "Component 
Marginal Distributions" ( CMD) for an un­
derlying distribution. This may be the ear­
liest decomposition method for belief net­
works. Although this method only handles 
the case of belief tree networks, it provides a 
good methodology to reduce computational 
complexity in probabilistic reasoning. 
2. Cheeseman (Cheeseman, 1983) proposes 
a. reasoning method based on the Maxi­
mum Entropy Principle (MEP). To avoid 
an exponential explosion of the number of 
states as the number of va.riables increases, 
Cheeseman gives an efficient method to per­
form the relevant summations. The summa­
tions are divided into some subsumma.tions. 
The complexity of the whole problem is re­
duced by this grouping significantly. It is 
easy to see that the basic idea behind this 
"grouping" is actually the same as decom­
position. 
3. Spiegelhalter (Spiegelhalter 1 1986) uses an 
efficient ":fill-in" algorithm (Ta.rjan and Yan­
na.ka.k.is, 1984), to triangulate the underly­
ing network. The decomposition consists 
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of the maximal cliques of the triangulated 
network. This method can often obtain 
good results. For a. comparison between 
Spiegelhalter's method and some reason­
ing method without decomposition such as 
Pearl's method (Pearl, 1986) in the case 
of multiconnected networks, see (Beinlich 
et al., 1989). 
Spiegelha.lter's decomposition method pur­
sues a. result with minimum :fill-in. Comput­
ing the minimum :fill-in has been proven to 
be NP-complete (Yannaka.kis, 1981 ). That 
is to say, it is very hard to obtain the op­
timum result by existing methods. Fur­
thermore, as pointed out by Kong (see the 
discussion in (Lauritzen and Spiegelha.lter, 
1988)), a result with a minimum :fill-in is 
not necessarily the best result for the belief 
network decomposition. 
4. Kong and Dempster (Kong, 1986; Demp­
ster and Kong, 1988; Lauritzen and Spiegel­
halter, 1988) propose searching for a :fill-in 
which minimizes the maximal clique state 
size to triangulate the underlying networks. 
Although the maximal clique state size is vi­
tal to computational cost, the solution with 
the minimum maximal clique state size is 
still not necessarily the best. The problem 
to :find a. :fill-in which minimizes the maxi­
mal clique state size has also been shown to 
be NP-complete (Arnborg et al., 1987) . 
It turns out tha.t the trend in decomposition 
methods is towards the direction represented by 
Spiegelhalter's and Kong and Dempster's meth­
ods (Spiegelhalter, 1986; Kong, 1986; Demp­
ster and Kong, 1988; Shenoy and Shafer, 1986; 
Shenoy and Shafer, 1988; Goldman and Rivest, 
1988; Wen, 1990b). However, the criteria. of the 
optimum decomposition for most of these meth­
ods a.re borrowed from some other areas (Tarjan 
and Ya.nna.ka.kis, 1984; Ya.nna.ka.kis, 1981; Am­
borg et al., 1987). Others ha.ve discussed wha.t 
is the most suitable criterion for the optimum 
decomposition of belief networks (see the discus­
sion of (Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988)), but 







































tional amount of reasoning in belief network de­
pends directly upon the total number of states 
in all subspaces of the decomposed network -
has still not been caught directly. All analyses 
of the computational complexity of the problem 
of decomposition of belief networks are also bor­
rowed from other areas (Yannakakis, 1981; Arn­
borg et al., 1987). 
In this paper, we propose a decomposition 
method which directly minimizes the total num­
ber of states in the subspa.ces of the decom­
posed result. We show that the problem of op­
timum decomposition of belief networks under 
our framework, just like all the other frame­
works, is NP-hard. Consequently, an algo­
rithm of belief network decomposition is pro­
posed in (Wen, 1989b) based on simulated an­
nealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) since it seems 
unlikely to develop a general efficient method in 
conventional way to solve an NP complete prob­
lem. 
2 Belief Networks 
In this section, following (Wen, 1989a), we 
introduce some concepts about belief networks 
based on the theory of Markov random fields 
(Kemeny et al., 1976) without any acyclic as­
sumption. 
Consider a probability space X = {z,li = 
1, ... m}, with M = a1 x ... x am possible states 
S = {.s;li = 1, .. . ,M} and unknown probabil­
ity distribution p = {P(.s;)li = 1, ... ,M}. Each 
variable Zi in the space can take IIi values. Sup­
pose we have the following constraint set C S on 
the distribution p of X, which may be elicited 
from the domain expert or extracted from a sam­
ple database (Wen, 1990a): 
1. Conditional constraints ( CC S): 
#'lc = P(zlcOIX�cl, ... ,�cp.), k = 1, ... ,n (1) 
2. Marginal constraints (MC S): 
VJc' = P{XIc'l, ... ,lc'p�,), k' = 1, ... n' {2) 
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For simplicity, we assume that these con­
straints can be added into the constraint 
set only when there are some corresponding 
conditional constraints ( 1) in C S and 
although this assumption is not necessary 
for our final conclusion. 
3. Universal constraint (UCS) : 
I: P(zo, ... , Zm-1) = 1. 
zo, ... ,z.,._l 
This constraint is for the consistency. If we 
do not consider it as a constraint, then a. 
normalization factor will be needed in the 
result. 
According to the data dependencies and the con­
ditional constraints in the constraint set, we may 
construct a directed graph, or belief network as 
follows 
Definition 2.1: A belief network is a directed 
graph G = (V,E), such that 
1. The set of nodes of G is V = X 
2. The set of edges of G is 
E = { < Zlcq, Zlc<) >} 
such that 3 #'lc = P(zlcOIXIcl, ... ,lcp) E 
C S, Zlcq E Xlcl, ... ,lcp· 
Note that we do not make any independent or 
acyclic assumption here. < z,, z; > is used 
to represent directed edge z, -+ z;, and some­
times, we also use the corresponding undirected 
edge (z,,z;) to represent both < z,,z; > and 
< z;, zi >. 
Definition 2.2: Neighbor System of belief net­
woru 
1. A neighbor system u in G is a set of 
sets { uz, lzi E X, uz, � X}, such that 
(a) Zi ¢ O'Zi, 
(b) z; E uz, <=> 3P(z1c0IX1cl, ... ,lcp) E 
C S, z,, z; E X1c0, ... ,1cp 
Obviously, we also have Zi E q:z:; <=> 
:z:; E CT:Z:i. 
2. The neighbors of a set X' C X inG is 
the following set 
uX' = {:z:i E X-X'I3:z:; E X,:z:i E u:z:;} 
3. The neighborhood network of a. belief 
network G = (V, E) is G, = (V, E, ), 
where 
Obviously we have E s; E, if we con­
aider E as a set of undirected edges. 
4. A set C s; X is called a clique if 
:z:; E CT:Z:i whenever Zi, :z:; E C and 
i =/; j. A clique M C is called m�­
mal clique if there is no other clique 
C, such that MC C C. Let CC and 
M C C  be the classes of all cliques and 
maximal cliques in X, respectively. 
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2. to decompose big belief networks into small 
subnetworks and at the same time to main­
tain the consistency of the reasoning result 
among these subnetworks. 
In the next section, we will briefly describe some 
basic techniques to decompose a belief network 
into an acyclic hypergra.ph, each of the hyper­
edges of which corresponds to a maximal clique 
in the extended neighborhood network. Issues 
like 
1. how to obtain an ME distribution for the 
decomposed network, 
2. how to guarantee and verify the consistency 
of the constraint set, and 
3. why reasoning in the decomposed network is 
equivalent to reasoning in the original net­
work 
are discussed in (Wen, 1989a.; Wen, 1990a.). 
In (Wen, 1989a), spme Markov Properties of gen- 3 
eral belief networks have been discovered. 
Basic Techniques of Belief 
Network Decomposition 
Theorem 2.1: With the Maximum Entropy 
(ME) distribution (Cheeseman, 1983) p = 
{P(X)} of X subject to the constraint set 
0 S, p is a Markov random field (Kemeny 
et al., 1976) with respect to the neighbor 
system CT, and thus is also a neighbor Gibbs 
distribution (Kemeny et al., 1976) with re­
spect to CT. 
The ME distribution has quite a few desirable 
features for inductive reasoning and prediction 
(Rissanen, 1983) but it is difficult to obtain for 
big belief networks because there is an expo­
nential explosion of the number of states as the 
number of variables increases. Furthermore, it 
is also very difficult to solve nonlinear program­
ming problem to obtain the ME distribution. 
Therefore, it is always desirable 
1. to look for close forms for some commonly 
encountered special cases of ME problems, 
such as marginal constraint problem and 
conditional constraint problem, etc. 
The concept of neighbor Gibbs field (see (Ke­
meny et al., 1976)) provides a valid factorization 
of the joint distribution for any Markov random 
field, so that it is possible for us to localize the 
computation of the joint ME distribution of the 
whole belief network within each of the maxi­
mal cliques of the neighborhood network (Defini­
tion 2.2). Actually, as we can see from definition 
2.2 of neighbor system, each of the constraints 
on the underlying belief network is restricted 
within the corresponding clique of the neighbor­
hood network. This suggests that the network 
should be decomposed into a hypergraph with 
the cliques of the neighborhood network as its 
hyperedges. To keep consistency among the dis­
tributions of the cliques, the reasoning results 
obtained in each clique need to be propagated to 
other cliques through their intersections. Conse­
quently, it is desired to organize the decomposed 
result as an acyclic hypergraph (Beeri and Maier, 
1981; Beeri et al., 1983) to guarantee the ter­







































possible anomalies during the propagation. This 
is not only necessary but also possible because 
any cyclic hypergraph can be converted into an 
acyclic one by expansion of its hyperedges, or 
equivalently by adding extra edges to its corre­
sponding graph (Goldman and llivest, 1988). 
The basic techniques of belief network de­
composition proposed in (Spiegelhalter, 1986; 
Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988; Kong, 1986; 
Dempster and Kong, 1988) can be described 
briefly as follows: 
1. Construct a "moral graph", Gv = (V, Ev) 
for belief network G = (V, E), which is 
equivalent to neighborhood network of the 
belief network. 
2. Find a filling-in (see (Tarjan and Yan­
nakakis, 1984) and Definition 3.5) F of Gv , 
such that Dv = MCCc1, the maximal 
clique set of G 1 = (V, F U Ev), has 
• minimum IFI, for Spiegelhalter's 
method, 
• IIllillmum ma:z:{MSi} for Kong and 
Dempster's method, where state size of 
MCi E Dv: 
MSi = II l'7i;l, 
1$i$(i 
where {i is the number of variables in 
MCi and fli; is the number of values 
which can be taken by the j-th variable 
in MCi, 
Dv is the decomposition wanted and corresponds 
to an acyclic hypergraph < V, Dv >. 
3.1 Acyclic Hypergraphs and their de-
sirabilities 
Acyclic hypergraphs have been studied inten­
sively in the area of relational databases (Beeri 
and Maier, 1981; Beeri et al., 1983): 
Definition 3.1: 
1. A hypergra.ph H = (V, EH) is a pair of 
a node set V and hyperedge set EH = 
{en len s;;; V}. 
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2. A hypergraph is said to be reduced if 
All hypergraphs discussed in this paper 
are reduced. 
3. The graph G(H) of a hypergraph His 
the graph (V, En) with 
En= {(u,v)l3en E EH,u,v E en}· 
Definition 3.2: 
1. A path in a graph G = (V, E) is a se­
quence of distinct nodes < v0, 
••• 
,'Ilk > 
such that ('Vi , '��i+l ) E E, for i = 
0, ... ,k - 1. 
2. A cycle is a path with k � 1 and 
('Ilk, vo) E E. 
3. A hypergraph is conformal if every 
clique of G( H) is included in a hyper­
edge of H. 
4. A graph is chordal if every cycle of 
length at least 4 has a chord, ie., an 
edge joining two nonconsecutive nodes 
on the cycle. 
5. A hypergraph His acyclic if His con-
formal and G(H) is chordal. 
It has been noted that acyclic hypergraphs have 
many desirable properties. Because of these 
properties, it is possible to develop efficient 
(polynomial-time) algorithms for solving prob­
lems about acyclic hypergraphs that are NP­
complete in the unrestricted case. 
Suppose we have the following definitions in 
database theory (Ullman, 1982; Beeri and Maier, 
1981; Beeri et al., 1983): 
Definition 3.3: 
1. A set of relations (may be infinite re­
lations) r1, ... , r" over sets of attributes 
Rt, ... , Rn are paiMIIUe comistent if for 
all i, j E {1, ... , n}, 
?rJlinR;(ri) = ?rJlinR;(r;). 
where ?r is the projection operator. 
2. r1, . .. , rn are globally consistent if 
3r 011er Uj=1 R;, ViE {1, ... , n}, 
Definition 3.4: We say R11 ••• , Rn have the 
running intersection property if Hi's ca.n be 
ordered a.s S1 1 ••• , Sn (called the ronning 
intersection ordering) such that 
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each hyperedge a.nd then propagation of the local 
result to the whole decomposed network itera­
tively matches exactly with the ME result glob­
ally calculated for the whole original network. 
Statement 4 gives a convenient wa.y to check the 
acyclicity of a belief network. However, if a. belief 
network is not acyclic, then we need to use the 
following ordering a.nd fill-in methods to ma.ke it 
so. 
i-1 
U 3 2 Ordering and Fill-in Algorithms Vi, 1<i$n,3j1<i,((S,n S;)�S;.) (3) ' 
j=l In the rest of this section, we briefly describe 
Beeri et al (Beeri a.nd Ma.ier, 1981; Beeri et al., some important ordering and fill-in algorithms. 
1983) proved 
Theorem 3.1: The following conditions about 
R11 ••• , Rn are equivalent: 
1. < V, E�a. > is a.n acyclic hypergra.ph, 
where 
n 
V = U Hi, E�a. = {R11 ... , Rn}. 
i=l 
2. Pairwise consistency is equivalent to 
global consistency for relation set 
rt, .. . ,rn over Rt, ... , Rn. 
3. Rt, . .. , Rn have the running intersec-
tion property. 
4. Graham reduction: 
(a.) delete attributes that appear in 
only one Hi. 
Definition 3.5: 
1. For a. graph G = (V, Ev) with lVI = m, 
an ordering of V is a. bijection 
a: {O, ... ,m -1}..,.. V. 
2. The fill-in associated with this order­
ing is the set of edges F( a) = {( u, v)}, 
where 
(u,v) ft Ev A 3Pu,v � Ev U F(a), 
Vw E Pu,v(a(w) < a(u)Aa(w) < a(v))}. 
3. The elimination graph of G with order­
ing a is G(a) = (V, Ev U F(a)). 
4. If F(a) = 0, then F is called an 0 fill-in 
and a is an 0 fill-in ordering. 
(b) delete Hi if 3R; (j ¥ i, Hi � R;). It is proven in (Ta.rjan and Ya.nna.kak.is, 1984) 
reduces Rt, .. . , Rn to nothing if a.p- that 
plied repeatedly. 
Statement 2 guarantees that the consistency, 
when calculating the distributions of every hy­
peredge separately, needs to be maintained only 
between pa.irs of the hyperedges. This is im­
portant because to verify a. global consistency 
in the unrestricted ca.se is actually NP-complete 
(Honeyman et al., 1980). Statement 3 gives us 
a. proper updating order to obta.in a consistent 
ME result for the whole decomposed network, 
and we have proven ((Wen, 1989a.)) that the 
ME result obtained by local computation within 
Theorem 3.2: A graph G is chordal iff it has 
an 0 fill-in ordering. 
Theorem 3.3: An eliminated graph of G with 
any ordering is chordal. 
3.2.1 Dynamic Programming 
Given any criterion function (Ta.rjan and Yan­
nakakis, 1984) if and a. graph G with lVI = 
m, using dynamic programming techniques in 







































Brioschi, 1969a; Brioschi and Even, ) it is possi­
ble to find�an ordering which minimize q;. How­
ever, both the computational complexity and the 
storage requirement of this algorithm increase as 
2m. 
3.2.2 Heuristic Algorithms 
Suppose a is an ordering of G = (V, Etr) with 
lVI = m. The i-th elimination graph Gi = 
(Vi, Ei) is the graph obtained by deleting the last 
i nodes of G in ordering a and all the edges in­
cident from these nodes. Four commonly used 
heuristic algorithms are briefly described below. 
All of these algorithms have the basic structures 
similar to the following framework: 
Algorithm 3.1: 
Input: A graph Go= (Vo,Eo) <lVI = m). 
Output: An ordering a of the nodes. 
Method: 
for ( i = m- 1, G0 = G; i � 0; i- -) { 
choose a( i) E Gm-i-1 satisfying 
} 
one of the conditions given below; 
I• Break ties arbitrarily •/ 
Vm-i = Vm-i-1- {a(i)}; 
Em-i = Em-i-1- {(a(i),11) E Em-i-l}i 
Gm-i = (Vm-itEm-i)i 
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3. Lexicographic Search A lgorithm :  The 
next algorithm is called lezicographic search 
algorithm (Tarjan and Yanna.ka.kis, 1984). 
For each unnumbered node 11, maintain a 
list l(11) of the number of numbered nodes 
adjacent to 11. For two unnumbered nodes 
u and 11, we say l(u) $ l(11) if l(u ) is lex­
icographically less than l( 11 ) . For two list 
It=< ao, . .. ,aA: > and 12 = < bo, ... ,bz >, 
l1 < l2 if f or some j, at = bi for i = 0, . . , j -1 
and a; < b;, or if at= bi fori= 0, ... ,k and 
k < l. We say It = l2 only when k = l and 
at= bi fori= o, ... , k. 
The condition for this algorithm (Lexico­
graphic Search Algorithm) is as follows: 
l(a(i)) = mazvev,._i_1 {l(11)}. 
4. Maximum Cardinality Search Algo­
rithm: Defining the cardinality of an un­
numbered node u as 
c(u) = maz{a(11)l11 E uu A v � Vm-i-1} 
where 11 E uu is in the original G and it has 
been eliminated for the current eliminated 
graph, we have the following condition for 
the maximum cardinality search algorithm 
(Tarjan and Yannakakis, 1984): 
In principle, only the conditions for different 
algorithms are different and will be described be-
4 low: 
c(a(i)) = mazveV,._i_1 {c(11)}. 
MTNS Decomposition 
1. Minimum Degree Algorithm: Denote 
d(a(i )) the degree of a node a(i ) in Gi-l· 
We have the following condition for Mini­
mum Degree Algorithm (Rose, 1972 ): 
d( a( i)) = minvev,._i_1 {degree( 11)}. 
2. Minimum Deficiency Algorithm: The 
deficiency of a node 11 in a graph G = 
(V, Etr) is the set of nodes in V 
D(11) = {(11i,11;)l11i,11; E 0'11 A (11i111;) � Etr} 
We have the following condition for Mini­
mum Deficiency Algorithm (Rose, 1972): 
D(a(i)) = minvev,._i_1 {D(11)}. 
Using Spiegelhalter or Kong's method to tri­
angulate fhl! belief network in Fig. 1 (a.), we 
obtain the decomposition shown in Fig. 1 (c). 
Comparing the two decomposition schemes in 
F ig. 1 (b) and (c), it is easy to see that 
• Both decompositions a.re acyclic hyper­
graphs, and the number of filling-in edges in 
Fig. 1 (b) is much greater than that in Fig. 
1 (c). Thus, according to Spiegelhalter's 
method, scheme 2 is better than scheme 1. 
• The maximal clique state sizes for the case 
of binary variables a.re 16 (Fig. 1 (b)) and 
8 (See Fig. 1 (c)), respectively. Thus, ac­
cording to Kong's method, scheme 2, again, 
is better than scheme 1. 
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Optimum Decomposition of 
Belief Network is NP-hard 
• However, from the point of view of the com- 5 
putationa.l amounts of the two schemes, the 
above conclusions are not necessarily true: 
the total numbers of states the probabilities Optimum decomposition of belief network 
ca.n be formulated into the following problem: of which are to be calculated for the two 
schemes are the same - 1 76! 
• More interestingly, the maximum propaga­
tion delay for scheme 2 (22 levels) is much 
greater than that for scheme 1 (11 levels)! 
That is to say, with the parallel reason­
ing model proposed in {Wen, 1988; Wen, 
1989c), in an environment of a parallel com­
puter system with at least 16 processors, 
scheme 1 is as nearly twice fast as scheme 2. 
The above observation caused us to propose 
(Wen, 1990b) that a nearly optimum solution 
of decomposition should minimize the following 
amount (in the case of binary variables) 
(4) 
where n is the number of cliques (or hyperedges) 
in the network obtained by :filling-in, m; is the 
number of variables in the i-th clique. This is 
called the method of the Minimum Total Num­
ber of States (MTNS), because it is easy to see 
that ( 4) is actually the total number of states to 
be calculated after decomposition. Keeping this 
amount minimum, our goal is to minimize the 
number of levels of propagation delay. 
Instance: Graph G = (V, E), non-negative in­
teger k. 
Question: Is there a fill-in, F = {( u, 11 )lu, 11 E 
V 1\ ( u, 11) ¢ E}, with the total number of 
states less than or equal to k? That is, the 
addition of this fill-in makes the graph G 1 = 
(V, E U F) chordal a.nd the total number of 
states hi the set of maximal cliques in G 1: 
is 
"'"' 
" 21MC,I � k, h ID I � w ere ncr = v . 
i=l 
We are going to prove this problem is NP-hard. 
Definition 5.1: ({Yannakakis, 1981)) A bipar­
tite graph G' = ( P U Q, E') is a chain 
graph if the neighbors of the nodes in P 
form a chain, ie. there is a bijection 1r : 
{1, 2, ... ,I PI} +-+ P, such that u( 1r( i)) � 
u( 1r(j)) iff i < j, where u( v) is the neigh­
bor set of 11 in G'. The neighbors of the 
nodes in Q also obviously form a chain. 
Suppose graph C(G') = (P U Q,E") is con­
structed from G' by making P and Q cliques, 
For the case of non-binary variables, the ie. 
amount that should be minimized is 
E" = E'u {(u,11)!u,v E P} U {(u,v)lu,v E Q}. 
{5) Lemma 5.1: ((Yannakakis, 1981)) Let G' be a 
bipartite graph. C( G') is chordal iff G' is a. 
chain graph. 
where T/ii is the number of values can be taken 
by the j-th variable in the i-th clique and there 
are e. cliques in total. In the rest of this paper, 
we only discuss the case of binary variables but 
our result ca.n be generalized to the case of non­
binary variables straightforwardly. 
Theorem 5.2: Optimum decomposition of be­
lief networks is NP-hard. 
Proof: The reduction is from the Elimination 
Degree Sequence (EDS) problem (see p201, 







































Instance: Graph G = (V, E), sequence < 
dt, d3, ••. , dm > of non-negative integers 
not exceeding m- 1, where m = lVI. 
Question: Is there an one-to-one function 
r : V - {1,2, .. . ,m} such that, for 
1 � i � m, if r( 11) = i then there are 
exactly � nodes u such that r( u) > i 
and (u, 11) E E? 
EDS problem has been shown to be NP­
complete (Garey and Johnson, 1979). 
Let (G = (V,E);< dt,d<J, ... ,dm, >) be an 
instance of the EDS problem. Without loss 
of generality, suppose G is connected. Con­
struct a bipartite graph G' = ( P U Q, E') as 
follows: 
• p = v, 
• Q has one node en for each edge e of 
G, and 
• if e = (u, 11) E E then node en is adja­
cent to u and 11 in G'. 
An example similar to that in (Yannakak.is, 







where k does not actually depend on any or­
dering of the nodes in V. Suppose r is an 
ordering of V which satisfies the EDS prob­
lem. Choosing the reversed ordering 1r of r, 
we construct a fill-in F( 1r) of C( G') which is 
uniquely specified by 1r in the following way: 
Pl: For each node z in Q, let o(z) = 
ma:z:{il(z,?r{i)) E E'}. 
P2: Then F(1r) = {(z,1r(j))lz E Q,j < 





y (a) G y (b) G' 





(c) C(G') (d) a; 
Figure 2: An example of ordering and fill-in 
We claim that F( 1r) satisfies the require­
ment of the corresponding optimum belief 
network decomposition for C( G'). 
It is not very difficult to see that the ad­
dition of F( 1r) to C( G') makes the result 
graph Gj a chain graph and thus a chordal 
graph. To see this, suppose i < j � 3y E 
Q, (y,1r(j)) E E'U F, and l1 is the neighbor 
system in Gj, then we have 
• j � o(y) because of Pl. 
• Thus i < o(y) and (y,1r(i)) E E' U F 
because of P2. 
• Therefore, u(1r(i)) � u(1r(j)). 
Furthermore, the set of maximal cliques Dtr 
of Gj which contains m- z cliques, where z 
is the number of �'s which equal to 0. The 
clique in D, corresponding to the ith node 
in P for ordering r contains 
i i 
� = m- i + 1 + 2: d; = m + 1 + 2:< cis - 1) 
j=l j=l 
nodes, among which m - i + 1 nodes are in 
P and E�=l d; nodes are in Q. However, if 
� = 0, then the corresponding clique is not 
maximal a.nd thus should be excluded from 
the consideration. Thus we have the total 
number of states forD, is exactly k (see (6) 
a.nd (7)). 
To aee thia, consider that 
• Fori= 1, r-1(1) haa all m-1 nodes in P aa ita 
neighbors because we have made P a clique. 
The d
1 
nodea in Q, which correspond to the 
edges in G with r-1 (1) aa one of its termi­
nate nodes, are also the neighbors of r-1(1). 
r-1(1) haa only these neighbors in G/ and the 
aise of the neighborhood aet of r-1(1) in G/: 
Furthermore, all of m+d
1 
nodea in CT(r-1(1))U 
{r-1(1)} are connected to each other becauae 
- P and Q are cliques in G/, 
- Each node z in CT(r-1(1}} is connected 
to r-1{1) = 1r(n). But we have Vy E 
P, (z,r) f! E' - (z,y) E F(1r) because 
of P2. Therefore (z,r) E E' U F. 
Thua CT(r-1(1)) U {r-1(1)} is a clique of G/. 
CT( r -1 ( 1)) U { r -1 ( 1)} is alao a maximal clique 
of Gj because 
- r-1(1) is not a terminate node for any 
filling-in edges. 
- All nodes in P and CT(r-1(1)) have been 
included in u(r-1(1)) U {r-1(1)}. 
• Suppoee for i, 1 S i < m, s, = u(r-1(i)) U 
{r-1(i)} ia a maximal clique in Gj with IS• I= 
m-i+ 1 + 2:�.
1 
d;, and haa m - \+1 nodes 
in P and E;.
1 
d; nodes in Q. 
• For i+1, we han 
- r-1(i+1) hu m-i-1 nodes r(i') (i' > 
i + 1) in P u its neighbors. 
- r-1(i + 1) hu all 2:;.1 di nodes in 
u(r-1(i)) n Q u its neighbors, because 
Gj ia a chain graph and 11' ia the reversed 
ordering of r. 
- r-1(i + 1) hu di+t extra neighbora in Q 
corresponding to the edges 
(r-1(i + 1), r-1(i')) E E, i' > i + 1 
if di+t ::F 0. (Denote the set of these 
nodes by S4+1.) 
All of these m - i + E�!� d; nodes in Si+l = 
u('r-1(i + 1)) U {r-1(i + 1)} are connected to 
each other in Gj because 
- P and Q are cliques in G/. 
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- All nodes in s,+l n Q are connected to 
r-1(i + 1), thua alao connected to all 
nodes r-1(i'), i' > i + 1 because of P2. 
This clique ia obvioualy maximal if di+l ::F 0, 
because 
- The nodes in 5�+1 are not connected to 
node r-1(i"), i" S i. 
- H 3d,, ::F 0, i' > i + 1, then r-1(i + 1) is 
not connected to all nodes in S14,, • 
G/ only hu the above maximal cliques. 0 
The numbers of filling-in edges, ma.ximal 
clique state sizes, ds's, the numbers of total states 
a.nd the delay levels for three ordering schemes 
in Fig. 2 a.nd 3 are given in Table 1. It turns 
Figure 3: More orderings/fill-in for Fig. 2 
Scheme 2 (d) 3 (a) 3 (b) 
Fill-in 5 6 4 
Mdique 6 7 6 
�'s 2, 1, 1, 0 3, 0, 1, 0 1, 2, 1, 0 
N.tatc• 3 . 2ti 27 + 20 25 + 2 . 2ti 
= 192 = 192 = 160 
Delay 3 2 3 
Table 1: Comparison for example in Fig. 2 & 3 
out that although the computational amount of 
a scheme has some relationship with both the 
number of filling-in edges a.nd the maximal clique 
state size, however, this amount mainly depends 
on the total number of states the proba.bilities of 
which are to be calculated. Based on this obser­
va.tion, we adopt the schemes with the minimum 
total number of states ( 4) or ( 5) as the optimum 
decomposition schemes. In an environment of 







































adopt the scheme with the minimum number of 
delay levels for belief propagation. For example, 
suppose there are at least 16 processors in a par­
allel system. We may prefer the scheme in Fig. 
1 (b) rather than 1 (c). We obviously need a 
tradeoff between some schemes like those in Fig. 
3 (a) and (b). 
6 Conclusions 
To reduce the computational complexity in 
probabilistic reasoning, a decomposition of the 
underlying belief network is always desired. Sev­
eral methods of belief network decomposition are 
examined and a new criterion - the MTNS cri­
terion - of optimum results is proposed accord­
ing to the computational amount required by the 
decomposed belief network during probabilistic 
reasoning. It is shown that the problem of op­
timum belief network decomposition under our 
framework, like some other frameworks, is NP­
hard. To obtain an optimum or suboptimum de­
composition of belief networks a new algorithm 
is also proposed in (Wen, 1989b) based on simu­
lated annealing. 
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